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Harvey Gibeau was born in Lawrence in
1923 and after high school he joined the
Civilian Conservation Corps in the late
1930s. He vividly remembers the ever-
present sense of patriotism that prevailed.
Patriotism was a common household word
and was an expected personal trait in his
family.

In July of 1942, Harvey enlisted in the
Army with the fervent hope that he would
be assigned to an anti-aircraft artillery
(AAA) unit. He felt fortunate when his wish
came true. He was sent to Ft. Eustis, Virginia
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Only a few short months after Chip
Rogers sold The Eagle~Tribune newspaper,
employees of the daily paper have become
so angry and distrustful of new management
and their lack of job security that they have
filed with the Federal Labor Relations Board
to organize a union.

Since the purchase of The Eagle~Tribune
on September 30, 2005 by the Alabama-
based Community Newspaper Holdings,
Inc., there have been several major changes
at the paper. According to several reporters
who contacted The Valley Patriot but refused
to be identified, these changes are “causing
uncertainty and confusion” among the
reporters, editorial staff and other
employees.

So much so, that they have come together
to fight for union representation by The
Newspaper Guild of Greater Boston, TNG-
CWA 31032.

Several key changes in personnel have
stirred things up at The Eagle~Tribune,
including major managerial changes.
Recently, Community Newspaper Holdings,
Inc., has replaced former publisher Irving
“Chip” Rogers, III, and William Ketter, editor
and vice president of news, has a “new role.”

The Boston Globe reported that Bill Ketter
will no longer oversee the day-to-day
editorial content at the Tribune and that his
new role will be as “educator and trainer.”
According to Mike Reed, president and
chief executive officer of Community
Newspaper Holdings, Inc., “Rogers will
function in a loosely defined public relations
consulting role.”

Ketter has been replaced by Karen
Andreas, and Rogers has been replaced by
Richard Franks, who has also been
promoted to president and publisher.

Several staffers who did not want to be
identified by name confirmed that several
issues have surfaced after the newspaper
was purchased, such as Ken Johnson and
Bryan McGonigle being suspended for three
days (without pay) in July 2005 after an e-
mail exchange about the use of racial
identities in crime stories.

“Uncertainties like these made us all realize
that nobody here was safe,” one staffer said.
“And it prompted us to start the process of
forming a union.”

One reporter contacted by The Valley
Patriot refused to speak either on or off the
record, but advised us to contact the
Newspaper Guild for any details on the
matter.  He did however; confirm that a union
was being formed.

Documents obtained by The Valley Patriot
confirm that The Newspaper Guild of Greater
Boston, TNG-CWA 31032, filed a petition
with the National Labor Relations Board
seeking “Certification of Representative.”
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Workers at The Eagle~Tribune Offices on Rt.
114 in North Andover are organizing a union.
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Some Massachusetts legislators are always seeking newer and

better ways to mug the Massachusetts taxpayers.

The ongoing effort to allow the children of illegal aliens to attend

state colleges at the same cost as legal residents, rather than at the

higher out-of-state rate, is another example of flouting the law

and making it more attractive for illegals to cross our borders.

As incentives like this become added onto schooling, healthcare

and other benefits now available, it becomes easier and easier for

illegals to gain the privileges of full-fledged citizens.

The cost to maintain these perks escalates and falls on those of

us who are naturalized citizens and legal immigrants. There are

present-ly 400 children of illegal aliens seeking attendance to state

colleges.  The loss in tuition revenue, were the present proposal to

take effect, runs into the millions of dollars that will have to be

made up by increasing the tuition of regular students and/or

pressuring the taxpayers to provide more funds to the schools.

There is also a federal law that says if Massachusetts takes this

action, it must afford all other out-of-state students the same

privilege.  Now you’re talking about many millions.  Under the

proposed bill, any illegal alien with a high school degree in another

country could qualify, and there is no age limit.

Attorney General Tom Reilly, the state’s top law enforcement

officer, now running for governor, supports efforts to encourage

this illegal enterprise. He says, “We need to be compassionate.”

Someone should tell Mr. Reilly that Massachusetts citizens are

running out of compassion. What part of the phrase “illegal alien”

doesn’t he understand?

Here is an individual who decides on his own which laws he will

enforce and which ones he will ignore. Great example!  If the laws

had been enforced to begin with, we would not have this issue.

Good work, Tom! There seems to be a blind spot in some of our

leaders’ lexicons pertaining to the word “legal”.  To them, “legal”

does not mean the force of law as it does to the rest of us.

Citizens who wish to maintain a government of law and order

and do not wish to add more incentives which further open the

floodgates to illegal aliens should immediately call their state
representatives and senators, and let them know how you feel.

Let's Encourage MORE
Illegal Immigration!
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To the Editor:

RE: Jim Cassidy's letter in the October
edition of The "Valley Patriot."

First I want to thank him for his WW2
service; that was admirable. As for his
"Senior Moments" piece, I feel compelled
to take issue with him on three fronts,
beginning with his rant against those who
would remove "under God" in the Pledge of
Allegiance. May I ask: Whose God are we
referring to -- Moslem, Jewish, Christian,
agnostic?

He forgets that this nation is strong due
to its multi-culturalism and that the phrase
was added later on as we declared our
position against godless communism.

Secondly, as citizens of a democracy, we
are entitled to "the right to peaceably
assemble, and to petition the government
for a redress of grievances." When we have
been lied to and our boys have died for a
cause that lacks credibility,  Mr. Cassidy is
un-American if he wishes to trash the 1st
Amendment, that unequivocally gives
rights to anti-war protestors. As one writer
put it, "dissent defines democracy."

Thirdly, he continues his harangue
against liberal media by citing what might
have happened during WW2 if the media
then were slanted.

Here he commits a common fallacy, which
is "an hypothesis contrary to fact," that is,
by speculating on something that never was,
it proves nothing. Besides, bringing any
other war into the mix is completely
irrelevant. Does he support staged
presidential meetings with our servicemen
as was revealed recently?

 In conclusion, if the media did not report
all points of view, we may as well have a
dictatorship. Many media outlets are
conservative in their news coverage and
somehow a balance (which you don't seem

to want) is achieved. Moreover, there is
enough evidence that the Iraq war was pre-
determined for reasons other than WMD and
that the war has only increased the number
of terrorists. Should we all remain silent as
we observe tragic circumstances that result
from serious mistakes? I don't think so!

Josephine Rossello
 North Andover

Willie Lantigua (Lawrence) 617-722-2810

Arthur Broadhurst (Methuen) 617-722-2040

David Torrisi (N. Andover) 617-722-2370
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To the Editor:

Exaggerations, distortions and omissions
hinder us in solving the important
problem of domestic violence (“Group
honors five for work against domestic
violence,” Oct. 27). The director of Voices
Against Violence is quoted as saying that
three women are killed each day by an
intimate partner. She omits that more than
one man is killed each day by an intimate
partner, according to U.S. Department of
Justice data in 2000.

She also is quoted as saying that domestic
abuse remains the number one cause of
death for pregnant women. But a 2002 report
by the Massachusetts Department of Public
Health showed that over a 10 year period,
152 pregnant women died of medical causes,
21 died of motor vehicle accidents, and 20
died at the hands of an intimate partner.

Why do domestic violence groups
consistently exaggerate the impact on
women and minimize the number of male
victims? They seem to be more interested in
demonizing men than in solving the problem.
By choosing to demonize men,
they obscure the roles of female violence,
mutual violence, substance and
alcohol abuse, mental illness, and other
factors that, if addressed, could
lead to solutions.

NED HOLSTEIN, M.D., M.S.
President, Fathers & Families,
Boston
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In the name of tolerance, these countries
have imported intolerance, of which

growing antisemitism in
Europe is just one example. In
the name of respecting all
cultures, Western nations
have welcomed people who
respect neither the cultures
nor the rights of the
population among whom they
have settled.

During the last election, some campus
Republicans who were holding a rally for
President Bush at San Francisco State
University were harassed by Middle
Eastern students, including a woman who
walked up to one of these Americans and
slapped his face. They knew they could
do this with impunity.

In Michigan, a Moslem community
loudly sounds their calls to prayer several
times a day, without regard to whether that
sound bothers the original inhabitants of
the community.

The Dutch were shocked when one of
their film-makers was assassinated by a
Moslem extremist for daring to have views
at variance with what the extremists would
tolerate.

No one should have been shocked.
There are people who will not stop until
they get stopped — and much of the
media, the political classes, and the cultural
elites of the West cannot bring themselves
to even criticize, much less stop, the
dangers or degeneracy among groups
viewed sympathetically as underdogs.

Not all Moslems, nor necessarily a
majority of Moslems, are either a cultural
or a physical danger. But even “moderate”
Moslem organizations in the West who
deplore violence and try to discourage it
nevertheless encourage their followers to
remain foreigners rather than become part
of the countries they live in.

So do our own intelligentsia and
political and cultural elites. Balkanization
has been glorified as “diversity” and
diversity has become too sacred to defile
with anything so gross as hard facts. But
reality is not optional. Our survival may in
the long run be as menaced by
degeneration within — from many sources
and in many ways — as was that of the
Roman Empire.

OPINIONS
Thinking Outside

the Box!
Dr. Charles Ormsby
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Riots In France
Thomas Sowell

Riots that began on the outskirts of Paris
have spread into the center of the French
capital and to other
communities in other parts of
the country. Thousands of cars
have been set on fire and the
police and even medical
personnel have been shot at.

Like many other riots,
whether in France or elsewhere,
this one started over an incident that just
happened and was then seized upon to rally
resentments and unleash viol-ence. Two
local boys in a predominantly Moslem
neighborhood tried to escape the police by
hiding in a facility that transmitted electricity
— and accidently electrocuted themselves.

This was the spark that ignited volatile
emotions. But those emotions were there,
ready to be ignited, for a long time.

A substantial Moslem population lives
in France but is not really of France. Much
of that population lives in social isolation
in housing projects away from the center of
Paris, as unknown to many Parisians as to
tourists.

Like housing projects in America, many
of these are centers of social degeneration,
lawlessness and violence. Three years ago,
profound British social critic Theodore Dal-
rymple wrote of “burned-out and evis-
cerated carcasses of cars everywhere” in
these projects, among other signs of social
degeneration. This was in an essay titled
“The Barbarians at the Gates of Paris” that
is reprinted in his insightful book, “Our
Culture, What’s Left of it.”

While Dr. Dalrymple called this Moslem
underclass “barbarians,” a French minister
who called the rioters “scum” provoked in-
stant outrage against himself, including criti-
cism from at least one member of his own
government. This squeamishness in word
and deed, and the accompanying refusal to
face blatant realities is also a major part of
the background for the breakdown of law
and order and the social degeneration that
follows.

None of this is peculiar to France. It is a
symptom of a common retreat from reality,
and from the hard decisions that reality re-
quires, not only in Europe but also in Euro-
pean offshoot societies like Canada,
Australia, New Zealand — and the United
States of America.

European countries especially have
thrown their doors open to a large influx of
Moslem immigrants who have no intention
of becoming part of the cultures of the
countries to which they immigrate but to
recreate their own cultures in those
countries.
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North Andover, MA. 01845
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The evolution of human civilization
hardly progressed at all for the first fifty
thousand years since our ancestors walked
out of Africa. Over the last four or five
thousand years, the pace, while uneven and
occasionally regressing, has picked up. The
last 250 years have brought dramatic
advancements with the last 50 yielding an
exponential explosion of our knowledge and
standard of living.

It is hard to imagine what the next 50 to
100 years could bring. If these advances
continue, will all of mankind benefit or just
the citizens of the “rich” counties?

If this sounds like the introduction to a
plea by Ted Kennedy or a UN bureaucrat
for massive new commitments of foreign aid
to third-world counties, it isn’t. It is a plea
to the civilized world that it start drawing
some conclusions regarding why there is
such a disparity of economic results — why
groups of humans having comparable
innate abilities, differ in their daily
productivity by such large margins.

There is no mystery regarding the causes
and prevailing conditions that support, or
alternatively that undermine, economic
prosperity. Hundreds of economic
experiments, in the form of different countries
following different political and economic
policies, have been completed over the last
few centuries and the results are in. The price
in human misery of ignoring the results of
these experiments is beyond anything we
can imagine. It is unconscionable that
civilized nations do not begin drawing the
most obvious conclusions from these costly,
bloodstained experimental results and act
on them.

To be clear, I’m not speaking here of the
fine points of economic or tax policy that
are debated in most first-world countries
every day. I’m speaking of the nearly
indisputable lessons of human history …
both economic and moral.

The free world has slowly, and often
painfully, evolved to embrace a few of these
lessons. The core lessons are threefold:

*    Government power must be limited to
ensure respect for basic human liberties.

*   Economic activity must largely be based
on the non-coercive interaction of willing
participants backed by the rule of law – free
market capitalism.

*   Governments must be responsive to
the will of the people and therefore their
structure must incorporate democratic
processes in a meaningful way.

The details, extent, and level of purity of
any society’s attempt to implement policy
based on these broadly stated lessons can
be debated and reasonable people can
disagree on the particulars.

Clearly, Americans disagree on the
“particulars” when it comes to our own
society, but just as clearly we embrace these
lessons in general. The policies of other
developed nations also differ in the details,
but are largely consistent with these
principles.

On the other hand, nations that flagrantly
violate these principles, almost without
exception, are economic basket cases with
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training, etc., etc., etc.) When Bill was done,
the company decided to locate here - twenty
to 100 new jobs for our people. Our thanks
to Senator Baddour for bringing them in.

 Short Takes
Want information about what is

happening in our arts district downtown?
Check out www.whatsuphaverhill.com.

 Two new residents of our city—welcome
to John and Paul Smardz. Next year, I hope
to have a party for new residents.

Board and volunteer openings
This administration is committed to

historic preservation and to controlling
growth in the outskirts of the city. The
excellent volunteers on city boards have
been a tremendous help in moving that
agenda forward. We have several openings
on boards in the city:

Washington Street Historic District
Commission - Downtown Parking
Commission - Mayor’s Representative to the
Community Action Commission - Haverhill
Historical Commission

If you are interested in assisting with any
of these boards, please send a resume to
mayor@cityofhaverhill.com.

I also have openings in my office for
interns and volunteers. We need volunteers
to assist with press releases, with handling
constituent services, researching projects,
answering the telephones and typing. If you
can assist, please send a resume to
tvannahl@cityofhaverhill.com.

Washington Street Sidewalk
Improvement Project Begins

This year, my budget, for the first time in
many years, allocated some of our block
grant money to fix sidewalks in the inner
city. Improving the look of our city, the
roadways and the sidewalks, are key
concerns of this administration.

This past week, the sidewalk improvement
project on Washington Street began.

Later this week, our tree-planting program
resumes. We hope to plant over 200 trees
this year, including some elm trees.

Challenges that Await Us
The Rappaport Institute of Boston,

affiliated with the Kennedy School of
Government at Harvard, has just issued an
interesting study of municipal finances.
They concluded that municipal
governments “are inadvertently trapped by
the convergence of four major factors,
Proposition 2 and a half, the state’s landmark
1993 Education Reform Act, rising health
care costs, and recent cuts in local aid.” They
conclude that without some fundamental
changes, including health care reforms and
increased state aid, municipal governments
are going to be forced to make more
cutbacks in services over the next few years.

Haverhill Mayor Jim Fiorentini hard at work in his office

Haverhill Mayor

James Fiorentini

Haverhill
From the Desk of

Continued Next page

Crime is down in Haverhill —
Second year in a row!

For the second year in a row, crime in
Haverhill is down. Thus far this year crime
in Haverhill is down by 5%. Overall, there
were 92 fewer crimes in the city this year
than last year. In 2004, crime went down 11%
— there were 302 fewer crimes in 2004 than
the year before. 2005 is shaping up as the
safest year since we started this new
computer system in 1999.

What pleased me the most is that violent
crime is down in every category. There were
95 fewer assaults, a 14% decrease. There
were 76 fewer housebreaks, a drop of 14%.
There were 40 fewer car thefts, a drop of
22%. There were eight fewer rapes. Over the
past 22 months, there has been a 30%
reduction in violent crime.

 The only troubling area this year where
crimes were up was larcenies (this includes
shoplifting).

 This is great news for our city. It does
not mean we can be complacent. We remain
concerned about gang -related activity. Our
gang activity is nowhere near as bad as
other cities, and we intend to continue our
aggressive activity to keep it that way.

 Here are some of the steps
we're taking:

Last month, I instituted a new Mayor’s
Task Force on Gang Violence.

Haverhill joined the High Intensity Drug
Trafficking Area (HIDTA) task force.

 We are using federal block grant money
to put more police patrols in high crime areas
at times when they are needed the most.

Our police have taken very aggressive
action against gang violence, and we intend
to keep that up. No one can take all the credit
for this and no one has all the answers. Here
is what we do know: Haverhill is safer today
than it was 22 months ago.

 Now we have to find additional resources
to add to our department

to keep it that way. One
way is civilian dis-

patch. If we could
take people off

the tele-
phones and
put them on
the streets,
we could add
r e - s o u r c e s
with very little

in-crease in
our budget.
Thus far, the
police union,

which loudly de-
mands more police

on the streets,
refuses to allow

this.

Mayor
arranges for

inspection of city
river wall

 Concerned with
high water readings throughout the region
and with reports of a dam buckling in
Taunton, Massachusetts, Mayor James J.
Fiorentini today arranged for an inspection
of the city’s 70-year-old river wall.  Fiorentini,
who spent a Saturday personally inspecting
areas along the river, plans to spend some
time with Army Corps of Engineers’ officials
inspecting the river wall.

 Fiorentini has arranged for a civilian
engineer for the Army Corps of Engineers

to do a visual inspection of portions of the
river wall.

 Fiorentini said he was satisfied that the
city is prepared in the event of flooding.

 “Recently, with reports of flooding on the
way, we held a training session with our
emergency management team, which I
attended.  The team has mapped out areas
of possible flooding, has detailed
evacuation and notification plans in place,
and went through a training exercise to make
certain everyone is prepared.

 After Fiorentini received a telephone call
from Governor Romney warning about
possible flooding in low-lying areas,
Fiorentini called another meeting of the
emergency management team.  Fiorentini
spent time with police person-nel personally
inspecting water levels in the Little River
and the Merrimack.  The city put extra men
on duty in highway, police and water
departments, in the event of flooding.

After spending the day inspecting the
river and talking to residents along the river,
Fiorentini commented:

 “Our personnel were ready for a flood.
The plans for an emergency evacuation
were in place, the pumps along the Little
River were working, the crews were
prepared.  Our crews did a great job of
preparing and our highway crews did a great
job after the storm removing trees and
emergency items. All should be
commended.”

Reversing decades of neglect &
fixing school roofs

 When my children went to the John
Greenleaf School 16 years ago, the roof was
leaking. It is still leaking today, and it is time
to fix it. Last week, the city council approved
my request for a bond order to fix the
Whittier School and the High Street fire
station.

 After the council meeting, I visited
classrooms at the Whittier, spoke with the
principal, the superintendent, many
teachers, and with the school custodian.

 I found a serious problem in the school
gymnasium, which is why I recommended
replacing the roof. As the superintendent,
Mr. Quatrale, said, there was never any
reason to believe that children’s safety was
at risk. In fact, he said that the roof was
better today than when he was the principal
several years ago.

 There was an air quality test at the school
in December and the test found no evidence
of mold or mildew. We have ordered up-to-
date testing to be certain.

 Friday, I arranged for an engineer to tour
the school with me. The engineer indicated
that there is no imminent danger with the
roof. At the council meeting, it was
suggested that we put children in portable
classrooms. The total cost to do so would
be around $1 million. This would not be a
wise use of our limited resources.

 At the Tilton, I have more concerns. This
year, at my request, we allocated money to
fix the roof. Some areas have been repaired,
but at least four classrooms are still leaking.
I have asked for further testing and we may
need to allocate more money to fix that roof.
We will have to wait until the testing is com-
plete. I am not happy with the pace of the
Tilton School roof repairs and will keep on
that.

 Let’s make no mistake about it, though:
we do not have the resources to make all of

the repairs that are necessary to all of the
schools. I wish we did. We cannot reverse
decades of neglect in a year. It is going to
take time, patience and planning.

The toughness it takes to bring
our city back

Although we have come a long way in 22
months, make no mistake about it: we still
have a grave fiscal crisis. We still face a $7
million a year Hale debt to pay for a hospital
we no longer own. Our schools are in danger
of running $900,000 over their budget for
fuel costs. Our fire department needs more
men. Our highway department needs more
people. We have school roofs that have
leaked for decades and the police union
loudly demands twenty additional police
officers.

 The hard part of government is balancing
priorities. No matter what the pressure, we
can not be stampeded into spending money
that we do not have. If we give in to every
pressure, we are right back where we started.
Government is about balancing scarce
resources—and sometimes that means we
have to say no.

Historic Tax Credits clear final
hurdle for Beacon project

There are two keys to bringing Haverhill
back from the financial brink. One is fiscal
discipline.

The second is to grow the tax base. Our
premier downtown development is the
Beacon project, which converts the old
Cabot Furniture building -- largely unused
for decades — to upscale housing.

I have been lobbying Secretary of State
Galvin for Historic Tax Credits for the Beacon
project. Last week, Secretary Galvin called
and said he would release $500,000 in credits
for the project.

This is fabulous news for our city. The
Beacon project, the linchpin of our
downtown redevelopment effort, will break
ground early next year.

Terabeam moves to Haverhill
A couple of weeks ago, State Senator

Steve Baddour brought in Terabeam
Millimeter Wave Products to us - they were
debating a move to either New Hampshire
or Haverhill. Steve wanted to keep them in
Haverhill, so he brought them to us for a
sales pitch.

 I learned once again at that meeting what
a great asset our economic development
director, Bill Pillsbury, is to our city. Bill used
to be the economic development director for
the entire state of New Hampshire, and was
able to spend time with them, and go over in
detail the New Hampshire versus
Massachusetts tax structure and the
numerous advantages of locating here. (I
threw in my opinion about easy highway
access, a new science and technology
center at Northern Essex, grants from the
Work Force Investment Board for job
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Calcium yield Calcium Fluoride and so on.
Fluorides are invaluable as catalysts in
chemical reactions, and have an enormous
range of industrial applications-including
nuclear weapons production.

Fluoride has an affinity for Calcium, and
is often found in hard water. This naturally
occurring Calcium Fluoride builds up over
millions of years from water running over
rocks. However, the Fluorine compounds
added to municipal water are mostly Sodium
Fluoride compounds like Sodium
Fluorosilicate, which come directly from
smokestack scrubbers in the phosphate
fertilizer and aluminum industry.

Because of its ability to bond with almost
everything, Fluoride bonds with tooth
enamel and hardens it. But its effects are
not specific to teeth. Fluoride is the most
bone-seeking of all elements, and builds up
in bones making them more brittle. Several
articles published in the AMA Journal link
osteoporosis and hip fractures with
fluoridated water.

Bulk shipments of Fluorides must by law
carry the skull and crossbones symbol.
Toothpaste also carries a warning label
which mentions calling the poison control
center. Only fluoride toothpastes carry this
warning. The Merck Index is the standard
reference book for the pharmaceutical
industry. Under the heading for fluoride
titled, “Human Toxicity,” the index reports
the following: “Severe symptoms result from
the ingestion of 0.25 to 0.45 grams, and
death results from the ingestion of 4 grams.”
You can’t even dispose of fluorides in a
municipal landfill. Instead the stuff has to
be hauled to the highest level EPA toxic
waste dump. The Merck Index lists, among
other industrial applications of fluoride, “an
insecticide, particularly for roaches and
ants.”

Fluorine is a member of the Halogen
family, a group of five elements, (Chlorine,
Bromine, Iodine, Astatine, and Fluorine) that
have a varying effect upon the nervous
system. Consequently, they are used in
psychiatric medications. For example,
“Halothane,” a popular anesthetic, contains
Fluorine, Chlorine, and Bromine. One of the
main ingredients in Prozac (Fluoxetyne
Hydrochloride) is fluoride. The date rape
drug, “roofies” is Fluoridated Valium.

Fluorides turn up in many other non-
pharmaceutical products as well. Vikane gas,
for instance, is a fumigation agent for killing
termites. Cryolite, an industrial solvent, is
Aluminum Fluoride. Fluoride is also the main
ingredient in Sarin gas, the chemical warfare
agent used in the terrorist attack on the
Tokyo subway system.

In 1995, animal studies conducted at the
Forsyth Dental Clinic in Boston, indicated
that fluoride accumulates in the brain and
contributes to lowered intelligence and
developmental learning problems in
children. According to the study, “a generic
behavioral pattern of disruption as found in
this study can be indicative of a potential
for motor dysfunction, IQ deficits, and/or
learning disabilities…”  Dr. Hugo Theorell,
Nobel Prize winner for his research in enzyme
systems, stated, “The fluoride ion exerts its
toxic effect by inhibiting the action of many
enzyme systems.” In 1989, experiments
conducted at the Argonne National
Laboratories confirmed the ability of fluoride
to transform normal cells into cancer cells.

Why do we put this stuff in our water?
Fluoridation programs don’t even work.

You can read the entire report on line here:
http://www.ksg.harvard.edu/rappaport/
downloads/policybriefs/brief_finance.pdf.

Water and Waste Water Usage
I asked the Water and Waste Water

Department of the city to give me some
statistics on water usage. Several residents
have expressed concern to me about whether
we are going to “run short” of water or if
planned new developments will strain our
capacity. The short answer is that there is
no cause for alarm.

 In the area of waste water, we have a large
excess capacity in our system.

 In water, even though our population is
growing, we are using less water today than
we were five years ago, and slightly less
than what we were using 15 or 20 years ago.
Surprised? I was. There are several reasons
for this, among them: an excellent leak
detection system, conservation, temperature
variations (in wetter seasons, people use
less water for lawn care), and loss of large
industrial water users.

 While we have no need to panic about
water usage, we do have a need for long
term planning. Our planning effort should
include a close examination of whether we
should use the Merrimack River as an
alternate water source. Preliminary studies
are underway from our water department and
from Camp, Dress and McKee, who handle
our outside engineering work. Early next
year, I’ll be appointing a committee to study
our long-term water usage needs and make
recommendations to the city on this. I am
looking for qualified people with experience
in engineering or water to be on the
committee. If you are interested, please send
an email to mayor@cityofhaverhill.com.

Congratulations to the John
Greenleaf Whittier School!

Meeting with kids is the most rewarding
parts of the job as mayor. Last week, I was
at the John Greenleaf Whittier School to
present the 7th grade kids there with the
Mayor’s Award for MCAS Excellence. The
Whittier School had the best improvement
in the city on MCAS scores, and made
Adequate Yearly Progress — a measure
required by the federal “No Child Left
Behind Act” — in every category. A good

Haverhill

Haverhill (NECC) Professor
Mark Palermo

Random Thoughts

deal of credit goes to the kids, parents and
teachers at the school for a job well done.

The Annual Tax Classification
Debate

In late November the city council will take
up the annual debate over tax classification.
For those of you not familiar with issue, here
is a brief summary. Cities are allowed to tax
businesses at a higher rate than they tax
residents. Most Massachusetts cities,
including Haverhill, do that.

 The city council is required, on a yearly
basis, to determine what portion of the tax
burden is borne by business and what por-
tion is borne by homeowners. This does not
affect the amount the city collects; it re-
distributes it between business and resi-
dents. Would you like to know more about
this critical issue? Here are some good
reading points:

An outline of classification from our city’s
web site: http://www.ci.haverhill.ma.us/
d e p a r t m e n t s / f i n a n c e / a s s e s s o r /
classification.htm.  A presentation by the
Mass. Taxpayers Foundation and the
Springfield Chamber of Commerce: http://
www.masstaxpayers.org/data/pdf/bulletins/
Classif.pdf.  Twenty-three states allow some
type of property tax classification. For an
understanding of what other states do, see:
h t t p : / / w w w . i g a . u c d a v i s . e d u /
property_tax_report.html.

 The city of Chicago has a similar tax
classification to Massachusetts. A detailed
study was done on the effects of tax
classification on business growth and is
available at http://www.lincolninst.edu/
subcen te r s /va lua t ion_ taxa t ion /d l /
dye_etal.pdf .

Helping our recycling program
Our recycling committee is hard at work,

trying to encourage more recycling in the
city. They are planning to distribute
thousands of flyers explaining recycling to
the community and urging more. They need
your help. You can volunteer by contacting
our Brightside co-coordinator, Denise
Johnson, at
brightside@cityofhaverhill.com, or by
calling her at 978-374-2356.

Jim Fiorentini is the mayor of
Haverhill and is in his first term.
Mayor Fiorentini is a Democrat.   No
public money was used to produce
or distribute his newsletter. Email
Jim Fiorentini at: jimfior02@aol.com

Everyone knows Fluoride is good for
teeth. It’s common sense. But how do we
“know” if what we know is true? Sometimes
common sense is only unexamined
prejudices and falsehoods. Take George
Washington’s doctors, for instance, who
bled him to death. That’s what they did for
sick people then: bleed them. Doctors were
only following the common sense medical
wisdom of their time.

You hear it constantly from the experts:
fluoride is good for teeth. Tell that to the
parents of 3-year old William Kinnerly, who
died after a routine fluoride treatment. The
dental hygienist was engrossed in con-
versation and forgot to instruct the boy to
spit out the fluoride rinse. William swallowed
and died later in a hospital emergency room
from fluoride poisoning. (New York Times,
January 20, 1979- front page)

Fluoride comes from the element Fluorine,
the most unstable and highly reactive of all
existing elements. Pure Fluorine is rare in
nature because it bonds readily with
whatever is around it- which is how fluorides
are formed. Thus, Fluorine combined with
Sodium yields Sodium Fluoride. Fluorine and

Continued on Page 26

Trails Committee
The Haverhill Trails Committee, with little

or no fanfare or recognition, has done a
wonderful job this year of keeping our trails
and rural areas clean. Almost every weekend
this fall they have been out cleaning our
walking trails. This week, this great group
of volunteers cleaned up the Tattersal Farm
and the Meadow Brook Reservation.
Congratulations to a great group and to our
dedicated city employees, Mark Sheehan
and Denise Johnson, who work with them.

 Smart Growth Zoning Law to be
Presented in January

Early next year, I will present to the city
council, a comprehensive set of ordinances
to reform our zoning laws and remove
regulatory barriers to smart growth. These
ordinances are modeled after the state’s new
smart-growth zoning law, General Laws,
Chapter 40R. Our goal is to encourage
growth in our old factory buildings, and to
remove local barriers that make this difficult.
We hope to be the first community in the
state to adopt a smart-growth zoning
overlay district. Under new amendments just
passed to the state smart-growth law, this
will allow us to gain additional state
assistance including, possibly, more money
for public education. To read more about
the new Chapter 40R, see http://
www.chapa.org/Ch40RFinal0704.pdf or
http://www.bluewavestrategies.com/pdfs/
news_40R.pdf.

Trivia
Last month, I asked what team wore blue

and gold as its colors. I blew it! I have no
idea what team had blue and gold—several
people said Haverhill Trade School, and that
could be right. I meant to write, “what team
had Blue and White as its colors.” Let’s try
again.

 ‘Till next month, if you would like to speak
with me about an issue in the city, or if you
need city services, do not hesitate to contact
me at jimfior02@aol.com.

Last month, Haverhill Mayor James J. Fiorentini
invited volunteers to his office for a luncheon
to show his appreciation for their hard work in
the "America In Bloom" contest. “We are proud
of these individuals who worked so hard to
make our city beautiful. This work did not go
unnoticed by the America in Bloom judges as
the City of Haverhill was recognized by the
committee and received an award for
community involvement,” Fiorentini said.

Fiorentini Recognizes "America
In Bloom" Volunteers
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James J. Fiorentini
William J. Slavit

City Council (elect 9)

It is now or
never for dogs
in Massa-
c h u s e t t s .
Please find
room in your
schedule in the
next five weeks
to help with this
o n c e - i n - a -
lifetime effort.

We now have
less than five weeks left to collect signatures
for the Dog Protection Act, and are in real
danger of not making it. We must collect
more than 20,000 signatures each week to
place the Dog Protection Act before the
voters.

Finally, please remember to send in all of
your signatures on a weekly basis. It is very
important that we know where we are as
these final weeks wind down. Together we
can make a change.

For information or to help please contact:

Clarissa L. Berube

(978) 683-3930

(603) 818.9124 cell

clberube1@comcast.net

Haverhill

Jim Rurak is a professor at Boston
College and is the former mayor of
Haverhill. Email your comments or
questions to Jim Rurak at
JARandKAS@comcast.net

A reflection is a direct
reproduction of an image. A
refraction changes an image, for
example, when you look at a
stick that is half in water, the
stick looks like it is in two
separate pieces, or broken. I
think we have to look at the
Haverhill election like a stick in
water that is in two separate pieces. The
piece that’s below the water is the 80% of
the people who didn’t vote. The piece above
water is the 20% of the people who voted
and thus determined the outcome.
Democracy never assumes a 100% turnout,
but it has to be viewed in special ways when
a turnout is as low as 20%.

 So lets look at several races from two
sides. The 20% piece and the 80%  piece.

 First, the mayor’s race. I got a real kick
out of the Tribune’s headline: Fiorentini
Swamps Slavit. Too bad for Captain Red.
He’s a fine man, but even though he was in
a small boat, he didn’t get swamped. The
fact is that his boat never set sail. He gave
the voters absolutely no real reason to vote
for him. Still, Red got almost 20% of those
who voted for mayor.

They’re still tabulating blanks and write-
ins. If they amount to 5%, then there’s a
25% negative for the mayor. That’s about
average, except for the fact that the election
did prove one thing, namely, that the mayor’s
machine is effective. both Swartz and Hetel
claim that his endorsement really helped.

But the flip side of this is that if the
machine is effective, that means it brought
out the vote. If it brought out the vote and
25% voted against it, then the mayor needs
to pause before he claims that being elected
with 16% of the eligible vote is a mandate
for his plans. He needs to reach out and
seek support if he really wants to succeed.
He really needs to embrace efforts such as
Team Haverhill, rather than being dragged
into them kicking and screaming.

It’s possible to view the 80% no-shows
as the silent who consent, but to deliver on
any significant promise, the mayor needs to

HAVERHILL'S  FUTURE!HAVERHILL'S  FUTURE!

Refractions on the Election

Jim Rurak, Former Mayor of Haverhill

know and show that he has
more than 16% of the voters
behind him. I give him credit
for working hard when he
didn’t have to, and for his
win, but to move the city
forward he now has a major
task of building consensus.

 City Council. The story is mainly about
Lou Fossarelli’s loss. First, there are few
people I’d rather argue with than Lou. He’s
prepared, passionate and packs a punch.

He brings to every meeting what my uncle
said a meeting most needed — FIRE! He
lives life the same way. Some people
remember with gratitude a person who
persuaded them to believe something they
already didn’t, and Lou did that for many.

But more people remember when
somebody takes something away from them
whether it is a cherished belief or a holding.
And Lou did even more of that when he
debunked arguments and traditions. A lot
of people remember that.

 And, of the 80% who voted, there were
too many of the latter and not enough of
the former. Did he lose because he criticized
the mayor? If he did, then Dave Hall came in
first because he criticized the mayor.

 The School Committee. As I write, the
race is still undecided. From both the 80%
piece and the 20% piece, I draw one
conclusion. For someone as dedicated and
committed as Kerry Fitzgerald to either lose
or come close to losing her seat is
astounding. It must speak to the high quality
of the other candidates for their reputations
and their campaigns.

It will be a good committee, however the
race comes out. But since Kerry’s dedication
is known, the loss of her on the committee
is measurable and it would be significant.

Haverhill Election Results
Mayor

School Committee (elect 3)

To the

Voters

of

LAwrence

and

all my

Supporters

THANK

YOU!
NNNNNick Kolofolesick Kolofolesick Kolofolesick Kolofolesick Kolofoles

District "D"

As you read this, thousands of
greyhound dogs are sitting in cages barely
large enough for them to turn around in at
Massachusetts racetracks.

Hundreds of racing dogs are being
seriously injured, including dogs that
suffer broken legs, dislocations, sudden
death (before or after racing), paralysis, and
even a broken neck.

This is our last chance to end this cruelty.
If we do not make the ballot now, we will
never have another chance.

On Beacon Hill, dog track lobbyists are
hard at work fighting for slot machines. It
is only a matter of time before they are
successful. In fact, just a few weeks ago
the state Senate voted 26-9 to subsidize
dog races with millions in casino gambling
profits.

We must pass the Dog Protection Act
before these slot machines go into effect.
Otherwise, dog racing will exist in
Massachusetts for decades to come.

The Dog Protection Act is urgently
needed to help other dogs as well. The Dog
Protection Act will strengthen laws against
dog fighting and increase penalties for
hurting law enforcement dogs, as well as
service dogs such as seeing-eye dogs.

The  Dog Protection Act

David E. Hall
Michael J. Hart
David J. Swartz
Krystine S. Hetel
Mary Ellen Daly O’Brien
Robert H. Scatamacchia
William J. Macek
William H. Ryan
John J. Curtin Jr.
Kenneth E. Quimby Jr.
Louis T. Fossarelli

  5,301
  1,236

  4,262
  4,248
  4,122
  4,108
  3,951
  3,919
  3,900
  3,840
  3,764
  3,569
  3,167

  4,569
  3,914
  3,731
  3,723

Joseph J. Bevilacqua
Erin L. Francescone
Lois M. Rosenbloom
*Kerry P. Fitzgerald
*Recount still being conducted as we went to press

paid for by the Committee to
Elect Nick Kolofoles
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YWCA Halloween Costume
Party for Breast Cancer Screening

LAWRENCE
One City,
A Strong

City
Patrick Blanchette,

Lawrence City Council

President

From the desk of

Lawrence Superintendent
of Schools Wilfredo Laboy

Patrick Blanchette is president of

the Lawrence City Council and was
just elected to his fourth term

representing District  "A" (Prospect
Hill). Blanchette is a Democrat and
a member of the Lawrence

Democrat City Committee. You
can email him at

pblanchette@glts.tec.ma.us

We are now beginning the sixth year of
our systemic reform efforts in the Lawrence
Public Schools.

 In July 2000, I arrived at the Lawrence
Public Schools to find that each school was
in the process of researching and selecting
one of the Comprehensive School Reform
Demonstration models (CSRD) approved by
the Department of Education.

It wasn’t long before I realized that my
leadership should be focused on bringing
together the K-8 grades throughout the
school system and build them around one
model with which we could align all of our
resources, both financial and human.

We had one school in the district that was
already into its second year of implementing
the elementary literacy component of
Success for All (SFA) from John Hopkins
University and it was beginning to see
results.

As the “new” superintendent, I
Immediately decided that, as a district, we
would spend one school year fully
researching this educational model, sending
teams of teachers in to observe classes
inside and outside the school district.

We brought presenters from the SFA
Foundation in Baltimore to Lawrence in
order to conduct day-long awareness
sessions for principals, teachers and senior
staff. I personally went building by building,

meeting with individuals and groups of
teachers, working to gain the required
80%percent buy-in that the Foundation
requires before beginning work in a school.

At the end of that year, each school had
come on board. (One school that was in its
second year of implementing a different
school reform model was allowed to
continue with its model.)

Adopting SFA on a district basis would
not, in and of itself, have born the fruits of
full and sustained reform had we not built a
supportive infrastructure around it.

We developed and provided extensive,
in-house “strengthen embedded” focused
professional development at all levels. We
redeployed the principal of the school that
had already adopted SFA before my arrival
to Central Office to be the Lead Principal for
SFA and Literacy. She still holds that
position today.

We staffed all of our schools in Lawrence
with SFA facilitators. These were teachers
whom we had identified as master or expert
teachers in the district. We established clear
expectations for what we expected to see in
classrooms and required principals and as-
sistant principals to conduct walkthroughs
in classrooms every day to make sure that
these expectations were met. As the instruc-
tional leader of the system, I developed
walkthrough protocols and conducted

walkthroughs in all schools and provided
ongoing feedback to the principals.

We became entirely focused on data. We
collected both implementation and achieve-
ment data regularly. We shared data among
all schools throughout the system. We were
constantly asking ourselves how we were
doing, and adjusted our daily instructional
practices, interventions, and efforts
accordingly.

Today these are the practices that
constitute our institutionalized culture. We
have grown more and more sophisticated in
how we do our work, but we have remained
faithful to what that work is.

The adoption of a recognized, research-
based Comprehensive School Reform Model
has only been one piece of our district
change process. All of our work has been
anchored around district goals that are set
and shared among the entire school com-
munity. These goals follow the district’s “Es-
sential Elements of School Reform,” which I
developed for the Lawrence School System.

The essential elements that guide our
work are: Leadership, Core Curriculum, Uni-
versal Practices, Ongoing Assessment, Pro-
fessional Development, Student Support
Services, and Parent and Community Invol-
vement. Combined, they drive the devel-
opment of the district’s Comprehensive

Measurable Outcomes for System-wide Reform

Continued on Page 25

Another election has

been completed in the

historic city of

Lawrence.  The

voters of

Lawrence once

again have spoken and those

elected will be asked once again to

deliver.  Voters of Lawrence were

not discouraged by the last minute

efforts to obstruct our democracy,

which allows all of us the sacred right

to vote.

The results have been counted

and the transition now begins to work

towards progress for our great city.

The team has been chosen by

the very people we represent and

let us not forget that awesome

responsibility.  As I look forward to

the team I will be so fortunate to

work with over the next two years,

I see promise.

Chosen throughout the district

races, I see neighborhood activists,

family-oriented individuals, proven

experience, new talent and ideas -

along with a passion for our city.

Looking at the city-at-large, I see

experience, veteran faces and

years of service to this community.

 Together I see a recipe for

success.  Though our tastes may

differ, we all hunger for the same

thing and that is to move the city

forward.  On January 3rd we will all

take the oath of office and roll up

our sleeves to get the work done.

As former President Lyndon

Johnson once stated, “there are few
things we can accomplish by working

alone, but by working together there
is nothing that we can’t accomplish.”

By working together we have the

opportunity to reach new heights

over the next two years towards a

better Lawrence. So many great

capital improvement plans will be

completed over the next year and

it’s our job to continue to keep the

shovels in the ground as we work

to promote new projects in our city.

Folks, it is often said that our
society will never be great unless our

cities are vibrant places to live.  Well,

I’m happy to say that the voters
spoke on November 8th and great
things in our city are about to

happen.  Lawrence is one city, a
strong city.


